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BAR STANDINGS WEEK 6:

1. OFF CONSTANTLY- 13
1. GUARD DOGS- 13
1. SHOT GUN, BANG- 13

2. VICIOUS & DELICIOUS- 10
2. BASES LOADED- 10

3. BALLTASTIC VOYAGE- 8

4. WE’VE GOT THE RUNS- 7

5. NDW- NO DEAD WEIGHT- 5
5. SHOW ME YOUR KICKS- 5
5. THAT’S WHAT SHE SAID- 5

6. BUZZED AGAIN- 2?

THINK WE GOT YOUR NUMBERS WRONG?

DO A BETTER JOB MAKING YOUR PRESENCE KNOWN AT THE BAR!!

SEND PHOTOS!
CHARITY KICKBALL TOURNAMENT
GET YOUR TICKETS THIS WEEK AT THE FIELDS/BAR!

Date: Oct 9, 2010 starting at 3pm
Location: Portland Sports Complex, also knows as: Turfs, Gold room.
Charity Kickball Tournament - Open to public as well as current WAKA players
Comedian & social gathering to follow kickball games
Tickets will be sold for:
  - tournament and comedian
  - just tournament or
  - just comedian
So, there’s something for everyone! Bring your mom & dad, co-workers, neighbors, etc.

ALL proceeds go to the Warrior Legacy Foundation.
http://www.warriorlegacyfoundation.org/

Buddy's Bark

Buddy the Beer Drinker Here,

Just wanted to remind all you 2 leggers that you should support the division charity this season.
If you can’t play in the tournament, just bring a buck to play in the 50/50 raffle on Thursday night!

Seriously, I know you can do it.
This beer cost more than a buck (ok so maybe your bud light is cheaper) just do it!

Love, Buddy
(aka Jack from Balltastic Voyage)

Everyone listens to Buddy’s Bark. ’Cause its hard to say no to this cute face.
Apparently if you have VD, it is possible to beat OFF CONSTANTLY
Five South Portland HS graduates reveled in the Riots JV field hockey victory over
the hated Bulldogs before of OFF CONSTANTLY suffered its second loss of the
season at the hands of Vicious & Delicious in a tight 3-2 game Thursday night. The
game started with Captain Lawson’s miserable rock throw after both captains led
with scissors in round one, putting OC on the visitor’s side. Again,
OC’s first two kickers were retired for the first time this season on some nice plays
by the V&D defense and were unable to score in the top of the first. V&D scored a
run in the bottom of the first and OC quickly answered with two runs in the top of
the second. After a scoreless third inning, V&D pushed two runs across in the
bottom of the fourth and held on in the fifth to secure victory.
The highlight of the game was when Lawson dislocated his finger on the genitals of
a V&D base runner on a close play at first base. Co-Captain Salamone popped it
back into place in a disgusting and awesome moment. Lawson is listed as probable
for next week. The status of the base runners genitals is unknown.
OC represented well at the bar afterward, rolling 13 deep. The chicken quesadillas,
long islands and beers were flying as Lawson and team mascot Kris Mercier
performed a stirring karaoke rendition of “The Humpty Dance”. The Humpty Dance
was not their chance to do the hump as the DJ cut them off in the middle of the
song on a complete horsesh*t move. Mercier said “step off, I’m doing the Hump,”
but the DJ didn’t listen saying “stop what you’re doing, ‘cause I’m about to ruin the
image and the style that you’re used to.” What a dink.
-Submitted by yeah I called you fat, look at me I’m Skinny DeVinney
Like Johnny Drama from the mountain top, That’s What She said screams, “VICTORY” for the first time of the season! Yes…that’s right! We have a “1” in the win column!!!

Driven by the “I take no bullshit buuuuuuttt...let’s keep drinking too” attitude of Maggie, our captain and fearless leader, we started out with an early lead and played some solid defense throughout the game. A couple of great bang-bang double plays (That's What She Said) kept us up on top (she also said that) for the entire game.

Up by 2 runs Brian stepped up to the plate and with a look of intimidation in his eye, he stared down the pitcher. The crowd silenced as he cocked back his foot and drove it deep to right! Just like that we were watching Sea Biscuit running out of the gates and rounding first. He picked up speed around second and looked like David Ortiz about to legging out a triple. Suddenly he thought, “Screw that! Why stop at 3rd? I’m heading home!” We had the insurance run we needed and TWSS’s first homer of the season! That home run proved to be the winner!

Quotes of the week:
“It curved in and out and I couldn’t handle it” - That’s What She Said!
“He hasn’t hit it that hard all season!” – That’s What She Said!
“Do you want me in or out this time?” – That’s What She Said!

I’d also like to point out that Anthony “I think I threw my back out” Salvaggio actually DID throw his back out and will not be joining us on the field this week! He will be missed but that’s OK…our pitching is deep and we’ll hit the field ready to go Thursday night.

That’s What She Said is ready to keep this winning streak going!!!
Kiss Me! I play Kickball!

This week’s kissing photos are being held hostage in someone’s camera. They are great, so stay tuned for their release in time for next week’s GMOT.

Most Eligible Player

Kris Mercier
Ballin’ Since Fall ‘09

Team: Off Constantly
Favorite Position: On Bottom
Oh, kickball position? Catcher (because it has the best view)

Likes: sports, especially kickball. Kickball chicks, Competitive drinking, $1 long islands, ethnic foods, & karaoke-ing the humpty dance

Dislikes: mustard, pickles, teams that try to beat Off Constantly

Most Eligible Player is a weekly feature of the GMOT, helping kickballers hook up, hang out and find love since 2002.

If you know someone who should be our next eligible player, please send a photo, the player’s name, team name, and their likes & dislikes to: mainegmot@gmail.com

Or, if you like what you see with an eligible player, you can post a message to him or her in next week’s GMOT. Email your message to mainegmot@gmail.com
51 WHARF ST SPECIALS:

$2 Rolling Rock pitchers
(pitchers are the new pint!)

$1 Long Island Iced Teas
from 9-1130pm

Say What?
Morin’s Magic 8 Ball

Buzzed Again Vs Balltastic
Buzzed again suffered a heartbreaking lost last week and the question is will they be able bounce back from it. They are playing a Balltastic team that is playing some pretty good games as of late and primed to go deep into the Playoffs. Balltastic will come out on top with a 8-3 win

VD vs TWSS
VD is coming off a big win. Beating Off Constantly in a close game (no pun intended). I think they will ride that momentum into this week’s double headers. Whether they have a full squad or not I think VD has this one on lock. VD 9-2

Shot Gun Bang Vs. SMYK
Would the REAL SMYK team please stand up? I honestly have no idea what’s going on with SMYK. They seemed to have lost their motivation and drive to come out and compete. Maybe they should think about switching to the Casco Bay kickball league?? They are going up against Shot Gun Bang who can end up giving them a game. I am going to say SMYK finally comes out to play and wins 4-1

Guard Dogs vs. WGTR
WGTR is coming off a great win last week. These part time alcoholics have a lot of fun and play laid back style of kickball that is great to watch. I think they continue this with a victory over Guard Dogs 10-2.

VD vs. NDW
After a couple of weeks of playing some weaker teams NDW is looking a great challenge of last year’s Spring Championship game. This game will be grudge a match and both teams feature a stellar defense. And both line up are loaded with speed and big legs to send the ball deep. NDW has an edge on pitching and this will be the difference maker. NDW in a close one 1-0

Bases Load vs. Off constantly
Well this is going to be quite the game. Both team are very even and its going to come down who can make the least amount of mistakes. Edge BL 2-1

GOOD LUCK TO ALL TEAMS THIS WEEK!